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BY ANDREA MARKS

ancers understand the impor-
tance of fleribility and align-
ment. Most have established

practices for limbering up and spend

each class carefully correcting their
body positioning, working toward
that magical day when muscle memory
takes over and they achieve ideal pos-
ture. But many students-and their
teachers-fail to consider an .impor-
tant anatomical piayer beyond muscle

and bone: fascia. Learning ro manipu-
late fascia, in addition to regular class

work and stretching practices, can help
dancers correct persistent alignment
issues and reach unexplored levels of
flexibility.

Fascia is a system of soft tissue that
encases muscles, organs, nerves and

more. It connects seemingly unrelated
body parts along extensive, web-like
lines, many of which run from the tips
of the toes to the top of the head (see

next page for a complete list).
Like muscles, fascia can be tight. To

test this on your own body, try touch-
ing your toes before and after rolling
out your feet on a tennis ball. Because

the plantar fascia at the bottom of the
foot is connected to fascia that runs up
the backs of the legs (and up the spine

and over the skull), releasing fascia in
the feet cln increase flexibility in the
hamstrings.

Deborah Vogel, an Oberlin College
faculty member, neuromuscular educa-

tor and co-founder of the Center for
Dance Medicine in NYC, found that

teaching students to stretch their fascia

in addition to their muscles helped them
progress more efficiently. If fascia is
chronically tight, she says, dancers may
stretch all they want without results.
"lt's not that their efforrs are incor-
rect, but there could be sornething else

holding them back." Similarly, the same

alignment correction applied over and

over again in class has limited long-term
effect if a rtudenr's fascia is restricting
her body position.

Here, Vogel shares a few of her favor-
ite dynamic exercises for stretching
fascia. You'll know you've achieved a

fasciai-and not just muscular-stretch,
she says, when you feel a long line of
sensation instead of a targeted point.
You also may feel the stretch somewhere

unexpected. A fascial stretch targeting
tightness in the hamstring, for exam-
ple, might be felt more along the calf,
depending on the dancer's body.

Stretches should be held for 30-40
seconds in a steadn strong pull. Vogel
aiso warns that you should extend to
just 70-80 percent of your flexibility
to avoid overstretching or tearing the
mltscle- lJ x

FASCIAL TURNOUT STRETCH
Releasing fascia in this area can
soothe tightness in the hips and
improve turnout.

L Sitting in a chair, cross one leg
over the other so the ankle crosses
at the thigh.

a" Clasp hands togeiher and wrap
them around the top knee. Press the
knee down into the hands, while sit-
ting up as straight as possible.

:. Slowly lean forward over the leg,

bending at the hip loint and keeping
the back flat. Keep pressing the knee

into the hands to keep
the working leg's muscles
activated,

. Depending on where you
are tight, you may feel this
stretch in the hamstring or
deep in the hip's piriformis
area. fry rotating the spine
to face toward and then
away from the knee to
change the stretch.

FASCIAL LATISSIMUS STRETCH
This is an exercise for dancers with
tight shoulders who get the correction,
"Keep yoLrr ribs down. when raising

arms to fifth position,

L Standing in a comfortable paraliei posi-
tion, bring the hands above the head and
grasp the left wrist with the right hand.

3. Gently pull the elbows away from
each other, actvating the muscles in

your shoulders and arms.
c. Bend the torso to the right, so you feel
a stretch along the left side of the body.

5. Rotate the elbows so you're looking
at the floor. The stretch will shift
to include the lower back.

. Try bumping the weight into
the left hip and rounding your
lower back for a different feeling
Vogel suggests gently playing

around with positioning to find
the tightest areas,
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This stretches fascia surrounding the lateral hamstring,

frequently tight in dancers.

t. Place the heel on a chair or low barre, with square hips

and the knee pointing toward the ceiling

a. Keeping the foot flexed, sickle it slightly, turning the

bottom of the foot inward

3. Rotate the entire leg inward, turning in from the hip'

a. Send the sitz bone of the working side back so it almost

feels like you're sticking your butt out

5. Strongly contract the front quad muscle'

ffi ffi ffi . :#Jililll3lrll;,!,T,r'rward

TIP: Hydrate for HaPPY Fascia
l{ you aren't properly hydrated, Vogel says, fascia can dry out and

become prone to microtears, which increase inflammation and

don't allow muscles to stretch as well This can make you feel

creaky and stiff. Drink plenty of water to keep you and your fascia

in top working order!
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Anatomy expert Thomas Myers, creator of the bodywork system

Anatomy Trains, has mapped out the body's full system of

fascial linkages. His work shows how our body pads are con-

nected, quite literally, from head to toe, in 12 distinct lines

$ug:er{ieial !:rcnt Lin*l

runs from toPS of the toes

up the front of the legs and

torso to sides of the skull

Sug:enfieia! Sa*k l-i*l*

{pi*tr:reci}: runs from

undersides of the toes uP

back of the legs and sPine

and over the skull to the

eyebrow ridge (includes

the oft-troublesome Plantar

fascia).

l-atcrai Lin*sl two

symmetrical litggs that run

from outsides 3f the ankles

up sides of the legs and

torso to the ears,

Sg*!r*l !*i*e: anchored

at the back of the skull, it

weaves a helix around the

torso and runs down lateral

sides of the iegs to loop

under the foot arches like

stirrups,

Arr* Llr:es: four comPlex

lines that end at different

points on the hands and

have anchors at the back,

ribs, sacrum and more.

F*r:cti*r"la| [*ines: two

lines running in X shaPes

from shoulders to knees

on the back and front of

the torso.

***p !:r**t l*ine: the core

line, running beneath other

lines from the heels to the

jaw, along inseams of legs,

psoas muscles, Pelvic floor

and transverse abs.


